GRADES 7-9

TYPES OF GYMNASTICS
Lesson 2 of 6
EquipmEnt

music and music player » folding mats » hula
hoops » box horse » pylons » benches » other
equipment as needed for the circuit station
activities

Warm it Up!
FREEZE FRAmE

Do it Daily...For Life!

JUmps and VaULts
RELAtED RESOuRCES

• Alberta Gymnastics Federation, www.abgym.
ab.ca
• Canadian Active Living Fitness Circuit Charts,
Secondary School Series, T. Temertzoglou,
2006, www.thompsonbooks.com

Safety First!
2008 Safety Guidelines pages 21-22.

Organize the activity area in five or more stations. Instruct students to move
freely from one station activity to the next, performing jumps and rolls when
the music is playing and to freeze when the music stops. Station activities
might include; jump over folded mats in a hurdling position, hopscotch through
9 hoops, army crawl through a series of pylons with hockey sticks across the
tops, dive roll through a hoop, forward roll the number of times rolled on the
die. Start and stop the music several times, ensuring students are using proper
form to safely complete each activity.
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Effort
Do it Daily...For Life!

Safety
Goal Setting/
Personal Challenge

D7-7

Active Living
in the Community

Clues that students are acheiving the
outcome...

“Students will evaluate different
ways to achieve an activity goal, and
determine a personal approach that is
challenging” K-12 Physical Education
Program of Studies, Alberta Learning,
2000.
• Students can choose to participate
in jumping activities to improve
personal performance
• Students can bend joints to absorb
the impact of landing

Ever Active Schools
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TYPES OF GYMNASTICS

Whoop it Up!
Jump it up

Safety First!
2008 Safety Guidelines pages 57-59.

Provide 1-2 minutes for students to consider and share
examples of how jumping is part of everyday life. Responses
might include jumping over puddles, jumping while participating in organized sports, jumping
on a skateboard. Explain that students will have an opportunity to participate in a variety of
jumping circuit stations to improve their jumping ability. Design a variety of station activities
focused on different types of jumps; e.g., for height, speed, activity- specific skill, and on
challenging the abilities of all students. Instruct students to chose which station activities
they would like to complete, and to ensure there are no more than 5 students at any one
station. Emphasize the importance of bending joints to absorb the impact of each jump (land
quietly). Play and stop music to indicate when to start, end, and rotate to a new station (30-60
seconds). Post a description of proper form and progression at each station. Station activities
might include;
beat board: Jump off a beat board, make a shape in the air and/or rotate, and stick the
2-foot landing.
Agility jumping: Set up agility ladders or a Dot Drill (see Related Resources), or a series of
low obstacles (e.g., hockey sticks) in a row on the ground. Jump with one or both feet quickly
in a pre- determined pattern, or create a unique pattern.
Rebound: Throw ball against wall or backboard and jump to catch the ball at maximum
height.
mirror and matching jumps: Stand on an elevated surface facing a partner who will mirror
or match your movements. Incorporate hand, arm, and other movements before jumping off
the apparatus. Stick a 2-foot landing.
Leaps: Perform each leap with hands on hips, extended in front of the body, or above head.
Cat (jump and raise one knee in the air followed by the other), grand jeté (split leap from one
leg to the other, alternate lead leg), or scissor (move legs in a scissor motion while in the air).
Stairs: If available, run up stairs placing one foot on each stair, then jump placing both feet
on each stair, then both feet on every second or third stair. Always walk down stairs and
travel up on one side and down the other.
Jump rope: Jump individually and continuously while performing different foot patterns,
tricks, and double jumps.
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Wrap it Up!
ACtiVE StREtCHinG
Invite students to find a
partner and help each
other stretch actively
by gently moving limbs
beyond the range of
motion that can
be reached individually.
Partner must
communicate and stop
if any pain is felt. Play
quiet and slow music in
the background. Circulate
and provide feedback as
appropriate.

Do it Daily...For Life!

www.everactive.org
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